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1. Authors are kindly invited to electronically submit their unpublished and un-submitted 
paper using IJCA template (in word file (only)) presenting the results of original research 
or innovative tools and practical applications relevant to the conference. 

2. Maximum of 8 pages are allowed for any paper/ manuscript.  

3. Manuscripts submitted to this conference will be deemed as they have not been 
published and are not under consideration for publication elsewhere. 

4. Submissions are to be done electronically and submitted papers will be peer reviewed for 
possible inclusion in the conference proceedings to be published by IJCA. 

5. Each submitted paper can have maximum of three co-authors (For all categories).  

6. The papers must be reviewed and the contents must be verified against any sort of 
plagiarism. 

7. The headings, sub-headings and figures must be numbered according to IJCA template.  

8.  Figures must be clear. Labels must not be truncated. The text labels in the images must 
be clearly visible.  

9. The authors must develop original image. The images must be of high resolution for 
proper rendering of the final published PDF paper and should not distort on zooming. Or 
the author can use Microsoft Office tools to create the images. The images need not be 
colorful. If need be, the author must accommodate the image throughout the width of 
the paper (both columns).  

10. The authors should use the features of Microsoft Equation or suitable software to create 
the formulae. Images of the formulae are not acceptable.  

11. The CRC must be cross-checked for any typing and spelling errors.  

12. The abstract should not generally start with “We”, “In this paper”, “Because” et. cetera.  

13. List of references must be expanded by adding more recent journal papers to include 
further data sources. Minimum of 12 references are necessary.  

14. The author should try to import the graphs directly from MS Excel or other tools rather 
than converting the graph into a bit-map image. This reduces the quality of the graph.  

15.  Isolated website references such as   

“[1] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS_tracking” must not be used. The reference must be 
accompanied with relevant information regarding the source. 


